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RIAA v. VERIZON: APPLYING THE SUBPOENA
PROVISION OF THE DMCA

By Alice Kao

The onset of the digital revolution has brought about dramatic changes
for the content industries-record labels, movie studios, book publishers,
and other major providers of copyrighted content. These changes are
mixed for the industry: while the adoption of digital formats has opened
tantalizing opportunities, these opportunities come with many costs and
challenges.' The same improvements in network technology, data com-
pression, and increased availability of broadband Internet service that
make possible new avenues of content distribution also facilitate duplica-
tion of content with little or no loss of quality and the wide distribution of
such copies. 2 The enormous popularity of online file-sharing networks re-
veals the great potential for digital content distribution, but unauthorized
copying and distribution have also dealt a hard blow to the content indus-
tries, especially the music industry.3

In recent years, the content industries have struggled to find methods
to combat the staggering increase in unauthorized copying and distribution
of digital content, and peer-to-peer ("P2P") file-sharing networks have
emerged as one of the most active battlegrounds for these efforts. 4 React-
ing to the damage caused by file-sharing on P2P networks, the content in-
dustries' first approach was to sue the operators of such services. 5 The ma-
jor record labels were successful in temporarily shutting down the pioneer-
ing Napster and won a ruling that the overseas-based KaZaA service could

6
be sued in the United States. Notwithstanding these efforts, the popularity
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of P2P services persisted. New companies entered the field, and the con-
tent industries' efforts against them were hindered by adverse legal rul-
ings7 and the time and expense associated with even successful litigation.

The content industries thus began using a new tactic: suing individual
users of P2P networks. The industries turned to 17 U.S.C. § 512, a provi-
sion of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA or "the Act") of
1998. 8 Section 512 defines the circumstances under which copyright own-
ers may serve subpoenas on Internet service providers (ISPs) for informa-
tion regarding individual users suspected of infringing copyrights without
having to file lawsuits against those individuals. 9

In July 2002 and February 2003, the Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) l0 used the DMCA's subpoena provision to obtain the
identities of two Verizon Internet subscribers who had allegedly transmit-
ted hundreds of copyrighted songs using KaZaA's file-sharing network."
Verizon challenged these subpoenas on two grounds: (1) the statute did
not require it to release the identities of P2P users, and (2) the RJAA's in-
terpretation of § 512 would violate Article III and the First Amendment of
the Constitution. 2 The district court rejected Verizon's challenges. The
D.C. Circuit agreed, however, with Verizon's interpretation of the statute
and found that the subpoenas were not authorized by the DMCA. 13 Be-
cause the court agreed with Verizon's interpretation of the statute, it did
not reach the constitutional argument. 14

NEWS, Feb. 2003 (describing the jurisdictional difficulties in suing KaZaA due to its de-
centralized structure based in several countries including Denmark, Estonia, Australia,
and Vanuatu; KaZaA later dropped out of the suit), at http://www.wired.com/wired/
archive/l 1.02/kazaa.html.

7. See Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1046 (granting one defendant's motion for
summary judgment and another defendant's motion for partial summary judgment).

8. Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998) (codified in scattered sections of 5,
17, 28, and 35 U.S.C.).

9. 17 U.S.C. § 512(h) (2000).
10. The RIAA is a trade group that represents the U.S. recording industry, consist-

ing of more than 500 companies engaged in the creation, manufacturing, and distribution
of approximately 90% of all legitimate sound recordings produced and sold in the United
States. About Us, Recording Industry of America, at http://www.riaa.com/about/default.
asp (last visited Mar. 8, 2004).

11. In re Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 257 F. Supp. 2d 244, 246-47 (D.D.C. 2003)
[hereinafter Verizon 11]; In re Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 26
(D.D.C. 2003) [hereinafter Verizon 1].

12. Verizon 11, 257 F. Supp. 2d at 246-47; Verizon 1, 240 F. Supp. 2d at 42 n.17.
13. Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am., Inc. v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d

1229 (D.C. Cir. 2003).
14. Id. at 1231.
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RIAA v. Verizon was the first major test case of the reach of the
DMCA subpoena provision.' 5 The stakes involved in the P2P file-sharing
debate are of tremendous consequence for the content industries, ISPs, and
individual consumers. The Court of Appeals' decision does much to ad-
dress the valid concerns of many commentators that the subpoena provi-
sion, interpreted broadly, could threaten users' freedom of speech and ex-
pectations of anonymity and privacy. In addition, the decision does not
prevent the RIAA (and other representatives of the content industries)
from using other sufficiently effective avenues to vindicate their rights.
Notwithstanding Verizon's victory, however, there is still reason for con-
cern that Internet users will be subject to unfair invasions of their privacy
and abuse of methods seeking to expose their identities.

This Note discusses the Verizon case and its implications. Part I re-
views the technical and legal background behind the subpoena provision
of the DMCA. Part II examines the legal issues presented and analyzes the
D.C. Circuit's interpretation of the DMCA's subpoena provision. This
Note then argues that the interpretation of the Court of Appeals is more
consistent with congressional intent in protecting ISPs from unduly bur-
densome subpoena requests. This Note concludes by reviewing proposed
legislative reforms that address the continuing concerns about misuse and
abuse of the subpoena provision.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Technology

P2P is a type of network in which individual personal computers are
connected to each other, allowing any computer to function as either a cli-
ent or a server. 16 Unlike traditional client/server architectures, in which
some computers are dedicated to serving the others, computers on P2P
networks can access files on any other computer in the network.' 7 P2P in-
teractions often involve a request from one computer to the others on the
network for a particular file or type of information. 18 The request is passed
along across a wide network of machines until a match is made and the
sought-after file can be transmitted directly to the original requester.' 9

15. Verizon 1, 240 F. Supp. 2d at 26.
16. This discussion is drawn generally from William Fisher & Christopher Yang,

Peer-to-Peer Copying, The Berkman Center for Internet and Society, at http://cyber.law.
harvard.edu/ilaw/P2P.html (last updated Nov. 8, 2001).

17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Id.
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Each user on the P2P network may be identified by an Internet Protocol
(IP) address, which can be traced back to the user's ISP. 20 Only the ISP,
however, can link the IP address with the name and address of the person
using the P2P program-the ISP's customer. Unless the ISP provides this
information, the user's identity on the P2P network remains anonymous.

P2P technology has many unquestionably valuable uses, enabling, for
example, a popular Internet-based telephony/voice chat program and the
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence ("SETI") project.2pP also makes
duplication and distribution of electronic material possible on a scale
never before imaginable. 22 For this reason, P2P has been "hailed as an art-
ist's dream," enabling artists to control both publication and distribution
and thus to "market their products directly to the consumer without the
need for external management and intervention. ' ' 23 P2P software has been
described as "the biggest revolution to happen on the Internet since the
advent of email or the World Wide Web-millions of individuals use P2P
now, and that number is growing exponentially." 24

It hardly can be doubted, however, that the explosive popularity of
P2P technology stems largely from the transfer of copyrighted material,
particularly music files.25 The compressed MP3 digital format allows for
songs to be easily transmitted along P2P networks and stored on personal
computers. The unauthorized distribution of music files has been devastat-
ing to the recording industry; worldwide CD sales fell in 2001 and 2002
for the first time since the CD format was introduced in the early 1980s,

20. Id.
21. Transcript of Verizon-RIAA Subpoena Discussion at Nat'l Press Club, Declan

McCullagh's Politech (Oct. 21, 2002), at http://www.politechbot.com/p-04047.html
[hereinafter Transcript]. Information on SETI is available at SETI@home: Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence at Home, at http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu (last visited
Mar. 10, 2004). Information about Skupe is available at Skype, at http://www.skype.
skype.html.

22. See Sonia K. Katyal, Privacy vs. Piracy 18 (July 15, 2003) ("When an
authorized distributor is no longer needed, information exchanges can be multiplied
without limit."), available at http://www.law.berkeley.edu/institutes/bclt/ipsc/papers/
IPSC_2003_Katyal.pdf (last visited Mar. 10, 2004).

23. Id. at 18 n.87.
24. Brief of Amici in Support of Verizon's Opposition to RIAA's Motion to Enforce

at 6, RIAA v. Verizon Internet Servs. Inc., 351 F.3d 1229 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (No.
1:02MS00323), available at http://www.epic.org/privacy/copyright/verizon/lst-sub_
amicus-aug30.pdf.

25. One example of software which harnesses P2P technology, KaZaA, has 60 mil-
lion users around the world and 22 million in the United States. Todd Woody, The Race
to Kill Kazaa, WIRED NEWS, Feb. 2003, at http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/1l.02/
kazaa.html.
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and at the same time, sales of blank CDs jumped forty percent.2 6 Although
these sales figures are likely based on many factors unrelated to P2P file-
sharing,27 "surveys of consumer behavior, data on piracy, and business
assessments of record labels increasingly establish that unauthorized dis-
tribution of music represents a serious threat to the sound recording indus-
try's principal revenue stream: retail sales of CDs and tapes.' 28

B. Legal Background

When suing the P2P services proved to be an inadequate means of re-
lief, the content industries turned to the DMCA to assist them in their legal
battles against individual consumers. Though the DMCA was enacted in
1998, before the explosive rise in P2P popularity, its provisions had the
potential to allow for the rapid release of identifying information of oth-
erwise anonymous P2P users.29 This, of course, was not one of the in-
tended purposes of the Act. Rather, Congress intended the DMCA to serve
two primary purposes: (1) to protect the interests of the content industries,
and (2) to limit the liability of ISPs for acts of copyright infringement by
customers using the providers' systems or networks.3 0 The first purpose
was served by a series of complex provisions creating liability for various
acts relating to circumvention of technical measures designed to protect
digital content (the so-called "anti-circumvention provisions").31 In re-
sponse to the second concern-the liability of ISPs for the infringing acts
of their users-Congress added a new section to the Copyright Act, enti-
tled "Limitations on liability to material online," which created a series of
four "safe harbors" to shield ISPs from liability.32 The creation of these
safe harbors was considered necessary because, pre-DMCA, the applica-
tion of traditional copyright principles often led courts to impose liability

26. Menell, supra note 1, at 119; Brad King, Slagging Over Sagging CD Sales,
WIRED NEWS, Apr. 17, 2002 (reporting that the "International Federation of the Phono-
graphic Industry ("IFPI") announced that global music sales declined by 5 percent in
2001"), at http://www.wired.com/news/mp3/0,1285,51880,00.html; Charles C. Mann,
The Year the Music Dies, WIRED NEWS, Feb. 2003 (reporting that CD sales for the first
six months of 2002 fell 11 percent), at http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/11.02/
dirge.html.

27. Menell, supra note 1, at 119-20.
28. Id. (citations omitted).
29. Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998) (codified in scattered sections of 5,

17, 28, and 35 U.S.C.).
30. Verizon I, 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 36 (D.D.C. 2003).
31. Pub. L. No. 105-304, § 103, 112 Stat. at 2887 (codified at 17 U.S.C. § 1201

(2000)).
32. 17 U.S.C. § 512(a)-(d).
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on ISPs for the acts of their users, even those over which they had no con-
trol, threatening to stall the expansion of the Internet. 33

The subpoena provision, delineated in § 512(h), states that a copyright
owner may "request the clerk of any United States district court to issue a
subpoena to [an ISP] for identification of an alleged infringer." 34 The re-
quest must include a copy of notification, a proposed subpoena, and a
sworn declaration that the information sought is for the sole purpose of
protecting copyright.35 Upon fulfillment of these minimal requirements
and delivery of the subpoena to the ISP, the identity of the infringing sub-
scriber must be disclosed, whether or not the ISP has determined that the
content in question actually violates copyright laws.36

What was unclear prior to the Verizon litigation was whether the sub-
poena provision applied to ISPs across the board, regardless of their func-
tion, or whether any of the same safe harbor provisions that shielded ISPs
from liability for copyright infringement also relieved them of the obliga-
tion to answer the subpoenas. For that reason, the subpoena provision de-
lineated in § 512(h) must not be isolated from the context of the overall
structure and purpose of the safe harbor provisions. 37 Section 512 gener-
ally defines the conditions under which ISPs may be held liable for copy-
right infringement.38 The section lists four safe harbor provisions, each
providing protection for a specific ISP function. 39 Generally, an ISP is
immune from damages for: (a) transitory digital network communications;
(b) system caching; (c) information residing on systems or networks at the
direction of users; and (d) information location tools. 40

The safe harbor most important to the Verizon litigation is § 512(a),
which shields ISPs from liability when they are acting as mere conduits
for information-as is the case when ISP subscribers trade files among
themselves in a P2P environment.4 1 If the ISP meets certain conditions, it
will not be liable for the user's copyright infringement when the ISP is

33. See generally Jennifer Bretan, Note, Harboring Doubts About the Efficacy of
§ 512 Immunity Under the DMCA, 18 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 43 (2003).

34. 17 U.S.C. § 512(h)(1).
35. Id. § 512(h)(2)(A)-(C).
36. Id. § 512(h)(5).
37. Verizon I, 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 26 (D.D.C. 2003).
38. David L. Hayes, Copyright Liability of Online Service Providers (pt. 2), 19

COMPUTER & INTERNET LAW 15, 22 (2002).
39. 17 U.S.C. § 512(a)-(d).
40. Id.
41. See 3 NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 2, § 12B.02[B] (identifying the first safe

harbor provision as protecting those ISPs engaged in "essentially conduit only func-
tions").
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only "transmitting, routing, or providing connections for, material through
a system or network controlled or operated by or for the service provider,"
including the intermediate and transient storage of that material.42

The remaining three safe harbors also play a crucial role in the Court
of Appeals' decision in favor of Verizon. Subsection 512(b), covering sys-
tem caching, provides a safe harbor for "infringement of copyright by rea-
son of the intermediate and temporary storage of material on a system or
network controlled or operated by or for the [ISP]." 43 Subsection 512(c)
limits ISP liability for copyrighted material that is stored on the service
provider's network or system at the direction of the end user, where the
ISP receives no financial benefit from the infringing activity, and where,
upon obtaining notice or knowledge of the infringing material, the ISP acts
expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the infringing content.44

This provision requires that the ISP designate an agent to "receive notifi-
cations of claimed infringement'A5 and also describes the requirements for
notices of infringement which mandate that ISPs take down infringing ma-
terial.46 Finally, subsection 512(d), "Information location tools," provides
a safe harbor from liability "for infringement of copyright by reason of the
provider referring or linking users to an online location containing infring-
ing material or infringing activity, by using information location tools"
such as "a directory, index, reference, pointer, or hypertext link. ' 47

II. THE CASE

A. Facts and Procedural History

In July 2002, the RIAA issued a subpoena on Verizon under § 512(h)
of the DMCA, seeking the identity of an alleged copyright infringer.48

Verizon moved to quash the subpoena, arguing that the subpoena power
authorized by § 512(h) did not apply to ISPs when they were only func-
tioning as conduits as described in the safe harbor provision in § 512(a).49

In January 2003, the federal district court in Washington, D.C., rejected
Verizon's interpretation of the subpoena provision and ordered Verizon to
reveal the subscriber's identity, deciding the question strictly on statutory

42. 17 U.S.C. § 512(a).
43. Id. § 512(b)(1).
44. Id. § 512(c)(1)(B)-(C).
45. Id. § 512(c)(2).
46. Id. § 512(c)(3).
47. Id. § 512(d).
48. Verizon 11, 257 F. Supp. 2d 244, 247 (D.D.C. 2003).
49. Id.; see VerizonI, 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 32-33 (D.D.C. 2003).
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grounds by examining the DMCA's language, structure, purpose, and leg-
islative history.5

°

Verizon appealed that decision and moved to stay the court's order
pending resolution of its appeal, asserting additional constitutional chal-
lenges as the primary basis for a stay.51 Verizon claimed that the court's
construction of § 512(h) "raised serious questions regarding the First
Amendment rights of Internet users and presented a critical issue whether
a subpoena could issue under Article III without an actual 'case or contro-
versy' pending in federal court., 52

Meanwhile, the RIAA served a second subpoena on Verizon in Febru-
ary 2003.53 Verizon moved to quash the second subpoena, this time di-
rectly presenting the constitutional challenges. 54 The district court was
thus able to resolve both the motion to stay on the first subpoena and the
constitutional challenges to the second subpoena on the same grounds.55

The court found that (1) the subpoena power authorized under the DMCA
did not violate the case or controversy requirement of Article III, (2) the
subpoena power authorized under the DMCA provided sufficient safe-
guards and judicial supervision to protect Internet users' First Amendment
rights, and (3) Verizon was not entitled to a stay pending appeal.56

In December 2003, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the dis-
trict court's ruling solely on the basis of statutory interpretation and with-
out reaching the constitutional issues.57 The court reached its decision by
examining § 512(h) specifically by its terms, as well as considering the
overall structure, legislative history, and purpose of the DMCA.58 The
court concluded that a § 512(h) subpoena may be issued only to an ISP
that stores material that is infringing or the subject of infringing activity on
its servers, as under § 512(b)-(d).59 The court therefore granted Verizon's
order to quash the second subpoena and vacated the order enforcing the
first.

50. See Verizon I, 240 F. Supp. 2d at 44-45.
51. Verizon 11, 257 F. Supp. 2d at 248.
52. Id. at 247-48.
53. Id. at 248.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id. at 275.
57. Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am., Inc. v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d

1229, 1231 (D.C. Cir. 2003).
58. Id. at 1234-39.
59. Id. at 1233.
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B. The Court's Analysis

1. Statutory Interpretation

a) Section 512(h) By Its Terms

The D.C. Circuit began its analysis with the text of the statute, examin-
ing the meaning of, and interaction between, § 512(h) and 512(a)-(d). 60

The court considered was whether an ISP must comply with a subpoena
authorized under § 512(h), when the ISP claims that it qualifies for the
safe harbor protection defined by § 512(a). 61 The court found that § 512(h)
did not authorize a subpoena in such a situation.62

To reach its finding, the court noted that § 512(a) did not contain a so-
called "notice and takedown provision" although this was present in
§ 512(b)-(d), the other categories of ISP function granted safe harbor pro-
tection (caching, storing, and linking).63 The notice and takedown provi-
sion makes the ISP's protection for liability for copyright infringement
conditional upon the ISP responding, after notification, "to remove, or dis-
able access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing." 64 In turn, the
subpoena provision at § 512(h)(4) requires that a party seeking a subpoena
include "a copy of a notification [of claimed infringement, as] described in
[§ 512](c)(3)(A). 65 As Verizon successfully argued, however, this re-
quirement cannot be met when ISPs are merely functioning as conduits,
because copyright owners cannot identify material on the ISPs' servers "to
be removed or access to which is to be disabled., 66 Since infringing mate-
rial obtained via P2P networks is located on the computer of the individual
user and not on an ISP's servers, the ISP can neither "remove" nor "dis-
able access to" the infringing material.67 In short, because the RIAA could
not possibly meet the requirements of the notice and takedown provision
at § 512(c)(3)(A)(iii). Where Verizon acted as a mere conduit for informa-
tion, it also could not possibly meet all of the requirements of the sub-
poena provision at § 512(h)(4).

The RIAA contended, however, that access to infringing material
could be disabled-by terminating the subscriber's Internet account. 6' The

60. Id. at 1234.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 1235.
63. Id. at 1234.
64. See 17 U.S.C. § 512(b)(2)(E), (c)(1)(C), (d)(3) (2000).
65. Id. § 512(c)(3)(A)(iii); RIAA, 351 F.3d at 1234.
66. RIAA, 351 F.3d at 1235 (internal quotation marks omitted).
67. Id.
68. Id.
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court dismissed this argument by showing that Congress considered "dis-
abling an individual's access to infringing material and disabling access to
the internet [sic] to be different remedies for the protection of copyright
owners."69 The court stated that there were distinct statutory remedies
which "establish that terminating a subscriber's account is not the same as
removing or disabling access by' others to the infringing material resident
on the subscriber's computer."7

Finally, the RIAA argued that the broad definition of ISP in
"§ 512(k)(1)(B) [would make] § 512(h) applicable to an ISP regardless
what function it performs with respect to infringing material., 71 The court
called this argument "bordering upon the silly," saying that the provisions
of § 512(h) clearly state that "a subpoena may issue to an ISP only under
the prescribed conditions regarding notification., 72 As described above,
however, any notice to an ISP concerning its activity as a mere conduit
would not satisfy the notice requirement of § 512(c)(3)(A)(iii), and is
therefore ineffective. 73 Because this notice requirement cannot be met,
§ 512(h) by its terms does not by its terms authorize the subpoenas upon
Verizon.

74

b) Structure

Verizon also argued that "the subpoena provision, § 512(h), relate[d]
uniquely to the safe harbor in § 512(c) for ISPs engaged in storing copy-
righted material., 75 It based this argument on the "three separate cross-
references" in § 512(h) to the notification procedure described in § 512
(c)(3)(A). 7 6 The court agreed that the references suggest that "the sub-
poena power of § 512(h) applies only to ISPs engaged in storing copy-
righted material and not to those engaged solely in transmitting it on the
behalf of others. 7 However, the RIAA pointed out in response that since
§§ 512(b) and (d) also contain clauses requiring "notification ... as de-
scribed in [§ 512](c)(3),, ' 78 § 512(h) should not be confined "solely to the
functions described in § 512(c) but must also include § 512(b) and (d)."79

69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 1236.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 1237.
78. Id.
79. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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The RIAA attempted to extend the reach of § 512(h) to include § 512(a),
but the court found this to be a non sequitur. However, the court agreed
with the RIAA that Verizon's interpretation overreached. 8 Since the ISP
activities "described in § 512(b) and (d) are storage functions," 82 "they
are, like the ISP activities described in § 512(c), and unlike the transmis-
sion functions listed in § 512(a), susceptible to the notice and take down
regime of § 512(b)-(d), of which the subpoena power of § 512(h) is an in-
tegral part." 83 Therefore, § 512(h) subpoenas may be applied to ISPs en-
gaging in the activities described in § 512(b), (c), and (d), but not if they
are merely transmitting data as in § 512(a).84

2. Legislative history

The RIAA cited congressional testimony and news articles available to
Congress prior to the passage of the DMCA in order to support its claim
that § 512(h) should reach P2P technology.85 These sources referred to
bulletin board services (BBSs) and file transfer protocol (FTP) sites,
which the RIAA said were precursors to P2P.86 The court dismissed these
claims, stating that legislative history serves to inform the court's reading
if the statutory text is ambiguous, but "cannot lead the court to contradict
the legislation itself.",87 Furthermore, the legislative history of the DMCA
"betray[ed] no awareness whatsoever that internet [sic] users might be
able directly to exchange files containing copyrighted works."8 8 To the
contrary, P2P software was "'not even a glimmer in anyone's eye when
the DMCA was enacted.' ' 89 Therefore Congress could not anticipate the
development of P2P technology and did not intend that § 512(h) subpoe-
nas be applied to ISPs acting as conduits for P2P file-sharing. 90

3. Purpose of the DMCA

Finally, the RIAA argued that there was no policy justification for lim-
iting the § 512(h) subpoena to situations where the ISP stores infringing
material on its system, because most copyright infringement occurs in the

80. Id.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id. at 1238 (quoting Verizon , 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 38 (D.D.C. 2003)).
90. Id.
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P2P context, where the ISP is merely functioning as a conduit.91 Thus, ac-
cording to the RIAA, this interpretation of the statute "would defeat the
core objectives" of the DMCA. While sympathetic to these concerns, the
court found that it was "not the province of the courts ... to rewrite the
DMCA in order to make it fit a new and unforeseen internet [sic] architec-
ture. '93 Such considerations, it suggested, should be addressed through
new legislation by Congress.94

Indeed, many congressional committees are currently considering how
best to deal with the threat to copyrights posed by P2P file-sharing
schemes. 95 Some examples of proposed legislation will be discussed in the
following section.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Statutory Construction and Limits on the Application of the

DMCA's Subpoena Provision

In accordance with the court's decision, many commentators believe
that the DMCA was not intended to be applied to P2P networks at all.96

Although P2P existed in a very rudimentary form at the time the DMCA
was enacted, it would have been impossible to anticipate the extent to
which P2P technology would expand and contribute to infringement. The
court's analysis of the statutory text also rests on solid ground. Apart from
the general concern about the overall applicability of the DMCA to P2P, a
plain reading of the statutory language of § 512 strongly indicates that
ISPs are only liable for their users' acts of copyright infringement and are
required to act when they receive notice about infringed content which is
stored on the ISP's networks. In a situation involving P2P, the ISP serves
merely as a conduit and should not be liable, as stated in subsection (a).97

91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Transcript, supra note 21.
97. Section 512(a) states:

Transitory digital network communications.-A service provider shall
not be liable ... for infringement of copyright by reason of the pro-
vider's transmitting, routing, or providing connections for, material
through a system or network controlled or operated by or for the ser-
vice provider, or by reason of the intermediate and transient storage of
that material in the course of such transmitting, routing, or providing
connections....
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Furthermore, a subpoena under the DMCA is conditioned on notifica-
tion under § 512(c)(3)(A), "and that provision is addressed to 'material
that resides on a system or network controlled or operated by or for [a]
service provider."' 98 Verizon "only provided the customer with Internet
connectivity service" and the allegedly infringing material was only lo-
cated on the subscriber's own computer; none "'reside[d] on a system or
network controlled or operated by or for the service provider.' 99

The RIAA argued that since subsections (b) and (d) refer to subsection
(c) notice requirements, this reference was evidence that subsection (c)
notification requirements, and thus the scope of the subsection (h) sub-
poena power, are not limited to subsection (c) situations where the mate-
rial resides on the ISP's network or system.'00 However, the inclusion of
subsection (c) notice requirements in (b) and (d) actually indicate a greater
degree of ISP liability in those situations (caching and linking), whereas
the lack of any mention of any of the notice and take down language from
(c) in subsection (a) indicates no duty on the part of the ISP to "remove or
disable access to" infringing material. There is no clause in subsection (a),
as is present in subsections (b), (c), and (d), requiring the ISP to take any
sort of action against infringers.

The Court of Appeals' decision is also consistent with one of the pri-
mary purposes of the DMCA; in enacting the law, Congress intended to
limit the liability of ISPs, in addition to securing the rights of copyright
holders, as implied by its complete title, "Limitations on liability relating
to material online."'' l Therefore, the burden carried by the ISP in enforc-
ing the subpoena provision is a crucial consideration, particularly because
the assessment is complicated by another new technology development in
addition to P2P software-that is, the use of "bots," a software tool used

17 U.S.C. § 512(a) (2000).
98. Verizon I, 240 F. Supp. 2d 24, 29 (D.D.C. 2003) (emphasis omitted).
99. Id.

100. Cf id. at 32-33. Section 512(b)(2)(E) states that "the service provider responds
expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing
upon notification of the claimed infringement as described in subsection (c)(3)." 17
U.S.C. § 512(b)(2)(E). Similarly, § 512(d)(3) states that "upon notification of claimed
infringement as described in subsection (c)(3), responds expeditiously to remove, or dis-
able access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infring-
ing activity." Id. § 512(d)(3).

101. See 17 U.S.C. § 512; Bretan, supra note 33, at 44 ("The intent was to strike an
appropriate balance between 'securing copyright in the global, digital environment,' and
the need to provide protective limitations on liability for ISPs 'in order to attract the sub-
stantial investments necessary to continue the expansion ... of the Intemet."') (quoting
114 CONG. REc. S11, 887-92 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1998)).
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by copyright owners to monitor the Internet and detect unauthorized dis-
tribution of copyrighted material. 0 2 Verizon argued that "'bots' would
inundate service providers with thousands of computer-generated subpoe-
nas seeking to identify infringers."' 0 3

The burden which would have fallen upon ISPs, if the subpoena provi-
sion could be applied broadly, would have been substantial. Section
512(c)(2) requires that ISPs assign an agent to handle subpoena requests
specifically. 104 In just one year, Pacific Bell Internet Services and its af-
filiates received more than 16,700 DMCA notices from the RIAA agent
MediaForce. 10 5 All ISPs would be required to answer these subpoena re-
quests or risk liability. Some have considered the staggering number of
requests to be an attempt at ISP harassment, and owners of smaller ISPs
have complained that they are unable to afford to keep up with the number
of requests and are at risk of becoming so overwhelmed that they may ac-
tually be driven out of business. 1°6 It seems unlikely that Congress would
have enacted the DMCA to have this end result, when the purpose of
§ 512 was to place limitations on the liability of ISPs, not to burden them
further.

Notwithstanding the Court of Appeals' interpretation of the statute,
copyright owners still have an adequate means of enforcing their rights
against P2P users: the so-called "John Doe" lawsuit. This method was
suggested by Verizon as an effective alternative to using the subpoena
provisions' 0 7 and the RIAA did in fact file hundreds of such lawsuits soon
after the Court of Appeals issued its decision. 108 The John Doe procedure
allows the RIAA to file lawsuits which identify the defendants only by
their numerical IP addresses. 10 9 After filing these suits, the RIAA would
be able to subpoena the information necessary to identify the defendants
by name. From the perspective of Internet users, John Doe lawsuits offer
many favorable additional protections, both procedural and substantive.

102. Verizon I, 240 F. Supp. 2d at 38.
103. Id.
104. 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(2).
105. Complaint for Declaratory Relief 46, Pacific Bell Internet Servs. v. RIAA (No.

C 03 3560 JL), available at http://www.techlawjournal.com/courts2003/pbisriaa/20030
730.asp.

106. Transcript, supra note 21.
107. Verizon I, 230 F. Supp. 2d at 39.
108. Katie Dean, RIAA Strikes Again at Traders, WIRED NEWS, Jan. 21, 2004 (quot-

ing Jason Schultz, an attorney for the Electronic Frontier Foundation), at http://www.
wired.com/news/digiwood/0, 1412,61989,00.html.

109. More Song Swappers Sued, CNNMONEY (Jan. 21, 2004), at http://money.
cnn.com/2004/01/21 /technology/riaa-suits/index.htm?cnn=yes.
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Verizon had argued that a broad interpretation of the subpoena provision
would trample on users' First Amendment rights to privacy and anonym-
ity, as well as allow for abuse of the process because of the minimal judi-
cial oversight afforded by the provision. Under the John Doe process, Ver-
izon argued, "there would be protections, both procedural and substantive,
for the user's rights, and service providers would have the opportunity to
seek to quash the subpoena."' 10

B. Constitutional Considerations

1. Privacy and the First Amendment

Although Verizon raised some constitutional arguments, the appeals
court did not reach these issues."' The appellate decision alleviated, but
did not eliminate, important constitutional issues regarding privacy, the
First Amendment, and Article III judicial powers.

The Court of Appeals' decision, intentionally or not, bolstered the pri-
vacy of Internet users, which is an area of great concern for many; a recent
survey by the Federal Trade Commission indicated that ninety-two percent
of Americans are "concerned about threats to their personal privacy when
they use the Internet" and seventy-two percent are "very concerned."'' 12

Internet users have become accustomed to the expectation that their online
activities are private; "many individuals poorly assess the risk of online
surveillance and continue to engage in online activities without realizing
the risk of exposure." ' 13 Perhaps they feel secure because they usually ac-
cess the Internet from the privacy of their own homes, under the illusion of
total anonymity. The assumption is that their identities are private unless
there is good cause for them to be revealed.

Therefore, it often comes as a great surprise to learn that what one
does on the Internet is far from private. The dean of the Harvard Divinity
School was forced to resign after it was discovered he had downloaded
pornography on his home computer. 114 The truth that most of the public is
not aware of is that "You have zero privacy. Get over it."' 1 5 Enforcing the
subpoena provision of the DMCA as the RIAA intended would have rein-

110. Verizon L 230 F. Supp. 2d at 39-40.
111. See RIAA v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d 1229, 1331 (D.C. Cir.

2003).
112. Federal Trade Commission Materials, 1241 PLI/CORP. 731, 762 (2001).
113. Katyal, supra note 22, at 20.
114. See JEFFERY ROSEN, THE UNWANTED GAZE: THE DESTRUCTION OF PRIVACY IN

AMERICA 159-161 (2001).
115. See A. Michael Froomkin, The Death of Privacy?, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1461, 1462

(2000) (quoting Sun Microsystems, Inc., CEO Scott McNealy).
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forced this idea that online privacy is nonexistent, by forcing ISPs to be-
come the "weak links in the chain of privacy."'1 16 A broad subpoena power
would allow the veil of anonymity to be pierced with great ease; it would
enable just about anyone to pose as a copyright holder and make up a
claim of infringement in order to expose another person's identity.

Part of the reason for this discrepancy between expectations and reality
is that it is unclear how strong the right to privacy is. While "there is no
specific constitutional right to privacy, informational or otherwise, ' "the
Supreme Court has developed a limited, 'penumbral' conception of this
right flowing from a variety of constitutional sources-the First, Third,
Fourth, Fifth, Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments."' 1 8 The United States
Supreme Court hinted at a constitutional right to informational privacy in
Whalen v. Roe in 1977,119 but only a handful of scholars believe that the
Supreme Court will strengthen that argument any further.'1 20

In United States v. Kennedy, a case involving file-sharing and child
pornography, the court rejected the defendant's arguments raised in sup-
port of his expectation of privacy, suggesting that individuals who engage
in file-sharing activities essentially have no right of privacy because they
have voluntarily turned over information to third parties through sharing
files. 2 1 However, while individuals may be willing to share files with the
public, they may not be aware that their identities may also be subject to
exposure. In addition, RIAA v. Verizon is distinguished in that the DMCA
subpoena provision would allow for private enforcement and intrusion
into online anonymity. While one might not expect to be able to maintain
anonymity against a government prosecution, it would seem reasonable to
expect that one's identity would be shielded from the prying of private
third parties. Instead, Internet users find that "[riather than validating a
person's expectations of privacy, the law eviscerates them. 122

The district court quickly dismissed Verizon's arguments relating to
privacy and First Amendment rights to anonymous speech, stating that the
subpoena provision is not aimed at suppressing core expression, and that

116. Elbert Lin, Prioritizing Privacy: A Constitutional Response to the Internet, 17
BERKELEY TECH. L. J. 1085, 1088 (2002).

117. Katyal, supra note 22, at 10.
118. Id.at10n.38.
119. 429 U.S. 589, 599-600 (1977) (upholding a New York statute that required the

collection of data concerning a patient and prescribed drugs because the statute was a
sufficiently grievous threat to privacy interests); Lin, supra note 116, at 1089.

120. See Lin, supra note 116, at 1089 n.13 (listing supporters of this view).
121. United States v. Kennedy, 81 F. Supp. 2d 1103, 1110 (D. Kan. 2000).
122. Katyal, supra note 22, at 22.
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copyright infringement is not a protected form of expression. 123 However,
the court overlooked the chilling effects that its interpretation of the sub-
poena provision could have. If users know that their ISPs will turn over
their identifying information immediately, without even investigating
whether any copyright infringement has actually taken place, they will be
reluctant to exercise legitimate use of their Internet services out of fear
that they may be exposed at any moment. The effects would be especially
detrimental when the subpoena power is wielded without judicial supervi-
sion, and is thus easily open to abuse.

2. Judicial Power Under Article III

Verizon had also contended that § 512(h), as interpreted by the RIAA
and the district court, "violated Article III of the Constitution because it
authorizes federal courts to issue subpoenas in the absence of a pending
case or controversy. ' 24 Citing a number of cases, Verizon argued that
"the power to issue subpoenas exists only in the context of a case that is
properly pending before a federal court" and that "federal judges can
neither exercise authority outside of the context of an actual case or
controversy nor undertake non-judicial functions.' 25 Although the RIAA
had not made any allegation of intent to file a lawsuit against the
individual in question, the district court noted that § 512(h) does require as
a prerequisite to court action "a significant showing as to the existence of
a breach or violation into which the court could ultimately be drawn,"'126

and stated that this was an adequate reason to compel Verizon to disclose
the individual's identity. 127

The district court also considered the issuance of a subpoena to be
merely an administrative or clerical duty not requiring actual judicial
discretion; if the requirements described in the statute are met, the
subpoena must be issued. 128 However, it did not address the heart of the
concern and rationale underlying the pending case or controversy
requirement-that the invasion of privacy brought about by a subpoena
should only be enabled when there is actual justification, so that the
subpoena power is not abused. While the problem of lack of judicial
oversight is somewhat alleviated by the use of John Doe lawsuits as

123. Verizon II, 257 F. Supp. 2d 244,260 (D.D.C. 2003).
124. Id. at 248.
125. Id. at 248-49.
126. Id. at 253.
127. Id.
128. Id. at 256-57.
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discussed in Part II.A, the John Doe procedure does not eliminate the
potential for abuse, which is still great.

Commentators have often noted that the § 512 subpoena provision is
ripe for abuse.' 29 The lack of judicial oversight or any requirement for no-
tice or opportunity for objection gives rise to serious concerns about due
process:

The DMCA, according to the RIAA, gives [it] broad, unchecked,
quasi-judicial authority to any private entity that has a copyright.
RIAA wants to use a judicial tool, a subpoena, without judicial
oversight. Completely divorced from any judicial oversight. Not
only divorced, but in an expedited proceeding so that everybody
involved here must act very quickly. There's no time to give the
purported copyright infringer notice of the subpoena and an op-
portunity to object to it. It must happen instantaneously and that
is not appropriate.

130

Critics of the provision say that the provision's language is too broad,
for almost everybody is a copyright holder in some manner and thus could
fabricate a claim and request information about anybody on the Internet:
"With this tool, any copyright holder, any purported copyright holder can
silence critics, retaliate against whistle-blowers, harass individuals that
they consider their enemies, [and] stop people from distributing politically
damaging memos." 131 Thus, no evidence or fact is required for a sub-
poena-mere suspicion is adequate. 32 Purported copyright holders might
use the subpoena powers to "investigate and gather information ... that
would not generally be available in the off-line world."' 133

Recent examples of DMCA abuse clearly justify these concerns. Wal-
Mart sent a § 512(h) subpoena to a comparison-shopping website seeking
the identity of a user who had anonymously posted information about an
upcoming sale, claiming incorrectly that its prices were copyrighted. 134

129. 3 NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 2, § 12B.09[A] (quoting Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Telecomm., Trade, & Consumer Prot., 105th Cong. 16 (June 5, 1998)
(statement of Electronic Privacy Information Center)).

130. Transcript, supra note 21.
131. Id.
132. Sam Brownback, Who Will Police the Pirate-Hunters?, WALL ST. J., Oct. 7,

2003, http://www.eff.org/share/20031007_wsjpiratehunters.pdf.
133. 3 NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 2, at § 12B.09[A].
134. See Megan E. Gray, FatWallet Challenges Abusive DMCA Claims and Protects

Users' Privacy Rights, FatWallet.com (Dec. 2, 2002), at http://www.fatwallet.com/
forums/messageview.cfm?catid=l 8&threadid=129657; Declan McCullagh, Wal-Mart
Backs Away from DMCA Claim, CNET NEWS.COM, Dec. 5, 2002 [hereinafter McCull-
lagh, Wal-Mart], at http://news.com.com/2102-1023_3-976296.html?tag=st-util_print.
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Titan Media, the leading producer of gay pornographic videos in the U.S.,
sent a § 512(h) subpoena demanding identities of alleged infringers.' 35 In-
stead, Titan offered an amnesty program which threatened to publicly
identify those who had downloaded its copyrighted gay porn unless they
paid for the products. 136 Senator Sam Brownback (R-Kan.) has harshly
criticized this abusive use of the DMCA: "Titan lrobably calls that intel-
lectual property protection. I call that blackmail." 

Even with legitimate intentions, copyright holders serving subpoenas
have made many errors affecting innocent people due to the automated
nature of their search methods and lack of responsible checking. The
RIAA served a subpoena on a child because of a file on his computer
which contained the words "Harry Potter" but which turned out in fact to
be a noninfringing book report. In another mistake, the RIAA nearly
forced department servers at Penn State University offline during exam
period due to misidentifying a song recorded by a group of astronomers
posted by an astrophysics professor named Peter Usher, which the RIAA's
search crawler had confused with the recording artist Usher. 139 In another
example of plain error, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology also re-
ceived an RIAA subpoena and released the name of a Romanian student
associated with the requested IP address.140 Despite having been out of the
country at the time of the alleged infringement and declaring that he did
not even own a computer, the student was unable to prevent release of his
name and identifying information.'14

These and many other mistakes indicate that the RIAA does not take
care to ensure that the subpoenas it is requesting are actually on people

135. Complaint for Declaratory Relief, supra note 105, 2.
136. Brownback, supra note 132.
137. Id.
138. See Intellectual Prop. Theft Online: Hearing on H.R. 5211 Before the House

Judiciary Comm., Subcomm. on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Prop., 107th Cong.
(Sep. 26, 2002) (statement of Gigi B. Sohn, President, Public Knowledge), 2002 WL
100237623; Transcript, supra note 21.

139. Gil Kaufman, RIAA Admits Piracy Goof ROLL1NGSTONE.COM, May 14, 2003,
available at http://www.rollingstone.com/news/newsarticle.asp?nid=18053; Declan
McCullagh, RIAA Apologizes for Threatening Letter, CNET NEWS.COM, May 12, 2003
[hereinafter McCullagh, RIAA Apologizes], available at http://news.com.con/2100-
1025 3-1001095.html.

140. See Keith J. Winstein, MIT Names Student As Alleged Infringer, THE TECH,

Sept. 9, 2003, available at http://www-tech.mit.eduV123/N38/38riaa.38n.html.
141. Id.
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who have committed any acts of copyright infringement at all. 142 This lack
of checks or judicial supervision in the exercise of the subpoena power
could lead to many abusive invasions of privacy or even harassment and
non-copyright-related intimidation. Disincentives for abuse are addressed
in the district court's opinion and in subsection 512(f) of the statute. 143

However, the damages are low, including mainly "costs and attorneys'

fees," which may be zero when there has been no actual lawsuit filed
against the alleged infringer. In addition, all that a copyright holder has to
assert to defend against abuse is that the subpoena was issued in "good
faith" without any intention to misrepresent. Therefore, the disincentives
currently available in the DMCA are inadequate to prevent most abuses.

These concerns do not disappear entirely with the Court of Appeals'
decision. Concerns about privacy and anonymity were not addressed by
the court, and may continue to arise in other contexts, such as attempts to
use the subpoena provision for ISP activities falling under the safe harbors
described under § 512(b)-(d). The John Doe lawsuits, while an improve-
ment in many respects over the subpoena provisions, may still be used
abusively in ways that are invasive of users' rights of privacy and ano-
nymity.

C. Proposed Legislation

The Verizon case was a significant victory for users and ISPs con-
cerned about privacy. For the time being, the RIAA is forced to resort to
more cumbersome methods to enforce their rights, and will doubtless seek
new legislation that will allow them to get at the identities of P2P users
more directly. Should they succeed, Congress would do well to consider
the abuses identified by Verizon in developing its constitutional arguments
and instill into any laws sufficient protection to avoid such abuses in the
future.

Proposed legislation may be necessary to curb the alarming trend to-
ward more intimidating and intrusive actions by the content industries
seeking to protect their interests. Strategies employed by the RIAA and
other copyright holders have rapidly multiplied, each strategy more inva-
sive than the last. Through a technique called spoofing, the recording in-

142. For more examples, see Elect. Frontier Found., Unsafe Harbors: Abusive DMCA
Subpoenas and Takedown Demands, at http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/20030926_unsafe_
harbors.php (last visited Mar. 5, 2004).

143. See 17 U.S.C. § 512(0 (2000) (any person who "knowingly materially misrepre-
sents" that activity is infringing "shall be liable for damages, including costs and attor-
neys' fees, incurred by the alleged infringer" as a result of the misrepresentation); Veri-
zon II, 257 F. Supp. 2d 244, 263 (D.D.C. 2003).
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dustry has flooded P2P networks with files featuring the names of popular
songs and artists, but containing corrupted content.144 The content indus-
tries would like to be able to use even more aggressive tactics in order to
prevent infringement. Last term, Representative Howard Berman proposed
the Peer-to-Peer Piracy Prevention Act, which would have authorized
copyright holders to use illegal means to counter piracy, such as denial of
service attacks, domain name hijacking, or even the release of computer
viruses. 145 The Act would have immunized copyright holders from dam-
age actions unless the damage to a computer exceeded $250 and permis-
sion is granted by the U.S. Attorney General. 146 Public interest groups and
the Computer and Communications Industry Association denounced this
proposal as government-sanctioned "vigilante justice.' 47 Essentially, the
proposed law would have given copyright holders "the power to ignore the
law in pursuit of those that they decide are guilty. There is no warrant re-
quirement, no trial, no prior notice to the targets, no due process, and very
little recourse for innocent bystanders caught in the cross-fire." l4  The bill
has not been reintroduced so far this term.

Even more extreme consequences for infringement have been sug-
gested. Senator Orrin Hatch has proposed destroying the computers of in-
dividuals who illegally download material, pointing out that damaging
someone's computer "'may be the only way you can teach somebody
about copyrights."",149 Republican Congressman John Carter "recently
suggested that jailing college students for piracy would deter other in-
fringers, observing, 'What these kids don't realize is that every time they

144. See Dawn C. Chmielewski, Labels Open New Fire on Piracy, SAN JOSE MER-

CURY NEWS, June 28, 2003, at IA, available at http://www.mercurynews.com/mld/
mercurynews/2002/06/28/news/3562276.htm.

145. Peer-to-Peer Piracy Prevention Act, H.R. 5211, 107th Cong. (2002); see also
Howard L. Berman, Just Desserts for Scofflaws, CNET NEWS.COM, July 9, 2002, at
http://news.com.com/2010-1078-942325.html; Farhad Manjoo, Sour Notes, SALON.COM
TECHNOLOGY, July 30, 2002, at http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/2002/07/30/file_
trading/print.html; Declan McCullagh, Could Hollywood Hack Your PC?, CNET
NEWS.COM, July 23, 2002 [hereinafter McCullagh, Hollywood], at http://news.com.com/
2100-1023-945923.html.

146. McCullagh, Hollywood, supra note 145.
147. See Declan McCullagh, Hollywood Hacking Bill Hits House, CNET NEWS.COM,

July 25, 2002 [hereinafter McCullagh, Hacking Bill], at http://news.com.com/2100-1023-
946316.html.

148. Elec. Frontier Found, The Berman P2P Bill: Vigilantism Unbound, at http:/i
www.eff.org/IP/P2P/20020802 eff bermanp2p bill.php (last visited Mar. 5, 2004).

149. Associated Press Senator Takes Aim at Illegal Downloads, USA TODAY, June
18, 2003, available at http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/techpolicy/2003-06-18-hatch-
wants-computers-dead x.htm (quoting Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah).
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pull up music and movies and make a copy, they are committing a felony
under the United States code."1 50

While digital technologies have enabled infringement and piracy over
the Internet to reach "epidemic proportions,"'' such measures seem far
too drastic, and can only lead to the content industries increasingly alienat-
ing their customers by treading upon their rights.

IV. CONCLUSION

The ruling against the RIAA's use of the subpoena provision of the
DMCA was a victory for proponents of privacy rights and P2P, but most
likely will not dramatically affect the RIAA's strategy of suing individual
copyright infringers. Following the Court of Appeals' decision, in January
2004, the RIAA filed lawsuits against 532 individuals using the John Doe
procedure which identified the defendants only by their numerical IP ad-
dresses. 152 After filing these suits, the RIAA was able to subpoena the in-
formation necessary to identify the defendants by name. 153 Therefore, the
only real difference is that the RIAA must now go through a slightly more
difficult process in order to obtain these identities. As one attorney has
commented,

It forces [the RIAA] to go before the judge to prove their case to
some degree before they can even request people's personal in-
formation. [ ] But it still doesn't solve any of the problems that
the recording industry is facing. It doesn't put a single penny in
the pockets of artists, and it says nothing about a business model
that doesn't involve lawsuits.' 54

Therefore, although the RIAA now cannot use the DMCA subpoena pro-
vision to sue infringers, its current approach to copyright infringement on
P2P networks does not seem likely to solve the problem over the long run.
New legislation that specifically addresses the problems presented by P2P
technology is still ultimately necessary.

150. Katyal, supra note 22, at 2 n.8 (quoting Rep. John Carter).
151. Verizon II, 257 F. Supp. 2d 244, 265 (D.D.C.) (quoting United States v. Elcom,

Ltd., 203 F. Supp. 2d 1111, 1132 (N.D. Cal. 2002)).
152. More Song Swappers Sued, CNNMONEY (Jan. 21, 2004), at http://money.cnn.

com/2004/01/21 /technology/riaasuits/index.htm?cnn=yes.
153. Id.
154. Katie Dean, RIAA Strikes Again at Traders, WIRED NEWS, Jan. 21, 2004, at

http://www.wired.com/news/digiwood/0,1412,61989,00.html (quoting Jason Schultz, an
attorney for the Electronic Frontier Foundation).
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